
 

Focus Groups for Independent and 
Student Films 

When a film has reached the fine-cut stage, it's time to get 

objective viewer reactions. Here's how. 
 

by Scott Fogdall 

 

 
 
First, a word on terminology. “Focus group” often means a small sub-group 

chosen from within a larger preview audience. Focus group members 

register their opinions in detailed questionnaires and sometimes discuss 

the movie with studio or production personnel. In theory, this data helps 

finalize and promote the picture. 
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Hollywood procedures aside, it is possible to hold a post-production 

feedback session without assembling a 500-strong audience. Here are the 

basic steps for organizing a small screening with the whole audience as a 

focus group. 

Where to Start: At the Movies 

A dozen complete strangers must be persuaded to watch the film, candidly 

discuss what they’ve seen, and fill out surveys. Where will this audience 

come from? 

Answer: the local multiplex or art house cinema. Ask for permission to pass 

out invitations, or find a spot where this can occur without harassment. A 

friend or intern, not the director or producer, should do the soliciting. 

Invitations should emphasize “Free Movie Viewing” along with directions 

and appropriate contact info. If the film is a short, make sure that is 

mentioned. 

Incentives and Logistics 

A certain percentage of people will be intrigued with the idea of critiquing or 

commenting on a movie. In addition, people like treats, so include the 

promise of free snacks. 100 invites may produce 15 or so attendees. 

Three days before the screening, record a phone greeting that includes 

directions, parking advice, and any other vital info. The location does not 

have to be a plush theater. Any space that facilitates a clear, comfortable 

viewing, such as a recreation center or community college classroom, will 

do. Just make sure popcorn is allowed. 

Screening the Film 

Have someone else introduce the film and conduct the discussion 

afterwards. The producer, director, writer, and editor should sit in the 

audience and never identify themselves. Lay low, listen, and eat popcorn. 



As the film plays, its impact on the group will become evident. Don’t look 

around and see what people are thinking or doing. Just relax and absorb 

the mood, no matter what it is. 

Post-Screening Discussion 

After the film, the host should ask for general impressions, then specifics. 

These can range from “Did the chase scene work?” to “How did you feel 

when the main character stole the money?” Allow guests to express how 

good or bad they think the film is technically, but get them to talk in terms of 

raw emotion. 

If the conversation is working, viewers will discuss the characters as if 

they’re real people. When attendees become preoccupied with how a 

scene was filmed, even if the comments are positive, the talk should be 

steered back toward character. 

Questionnaire Content 

The host should distribute survey forms and pencils when the discussion 

has peaked (but before people get restless). Limit questionnaires to three 

pages, with multiple-choice questions that measure how a character is 

viewed at the start, middle, and end of the story. 

Don’t include blank lines for audience contact info. At no point should focus 

group members be worried about getting on a mailing list. They should feel 

as if they’re at a highly unusual, once-in-a-lifetime event. 

Wrap-Up 

Finally, the host should thank the guests warmly for their time and opinions, 

then point out the bowl of mint candy near the exit. Don’t send them away 

with bad breath—word of mouth is key in the film industry.  
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